BUILDING
NETWORKS
Module introduction

WHAT IS NETWORKING
Learning nugget: doodle animation

Trainer shows a short doodle animation that briefly
explains the concept of networking.
Trainer makes sure the participants understood the
process, by starting a short discussion about it.
Video also shows steps on how to network so it can be
used as an introduction for networking roleplay activities.
Animation link: https://explee.com/video/nqpr5gm

ALLIANCE MATCHMAKER
Learning nugget: infographs
The Alliance matchmaker infographs are created for the purpose of facilitating LRPG (Live
action roleplay game) methods in teaching networking.
Trainer might start with the previous animation that explains networking and its key points.
Such as values, contributions, goals etc.
The infographs contain 10 profiles of business persons. More specifically they present the
educational background, field of interest and work, as well as personal values of business
people. Each profile on the first infograph corresponds to a specific profile on the second
infograph so that the two are compatible.
Trainer can divide the participants in 2 groups of 5 (10 pax total), and assign 1 infograph to
each group so that each person can take on one role. Each group takes one part of the plenary
room. One group is sitting, while another one is standing. The participants have 6 minutes to
memorize their profile and to prepare to role play.
After the time is up the 5 participants standing visit the 5 participants sitting and strike a
conversation, one by one in clockwise order. Each conversation will last for 3 minutes, and the
goal is that in that time participants meet each other's roleplaying profiles.
For each conversation they will have to make a decision to either continue the business
relationship with each date or to not continue it.
After the session the trainer can asses their choices and see if they have selected the proper
collaborator. During the speed networking the trainer can use a simple google form where the
participants can easily select their prefered choices and the trainer can later simply acquire
and process the results: https://forms.gle/siGxw6E2AFrG1LYq8

Profiles compatibility

CHECK YOUR KNOWLEDGE
Learning nugget: Kahoot quiz
The quiz has been envisioned as a knowledge assesment tool.
Trainers can use the tool after delivering the basic activities
that teach networking in business.
Trainer can start the session by discussing about the topic of
networking and asking the participants what it means to them.
Or he/she can use the previous 2 activities that tackle the
questions provided in the quiz. The questions are as follows:
What is networking?
What is the first step in networking?
How do you chose your business networking target?
Which digital tools do professionals use to network online?
Which sites would you use to create business alliances?
The first two questions are more or less logical so the
participants can answer them even without the previous
knowledge, while the third question relates to values, interests
and needs as key elements of a business alliance. The last two
questions concern the digital networking tools professionals
nowadays use.

LINK:

https://create.kahoot.it/share/building-

networks/be9d3166-ca10-4b8a-a5eef59bc47fa1e9

